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     We present a new approach to solving a class of problems arising in the architecting of satellite 
swarms. A key problem addressed in this paper is the “concurrent” design and control of orbits to 
achieve a swarm configuration.  Although any design criterion may be used, we demonstrate our 
approach for fuel consumption since the premium for fuel is extraordinarily high for spacecraft. We 
show how certain elements of optimal periodic control theory provide a very natural setting for this 
problem. Using the general-purpose dynamic optimization software, DIDO, we show how satellite 
formations can easily be designed without the use of any analytical results. If a natural zero-propellant 
solution does not exist, the by-product of our approach automatically determines the minimum fuel 





,f i  - Final or Initial conditions, respectively 
,u l  - Upper or Lower bounds, respectively 
ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,x y z  - Formation Reference Frame axes 
Variables: 
Dots denote the time derivative of a given variable. 
x  - State Vector for a given Spacecraft 
y  - State Vector of Reference Satellite or Point 
u  - Control Vector 
c  - User-Defined Configuration Metric 
τ  - Time 
sN  - Number of Spacecraft in formation 
cN  - Number of Configuration Metrics utilized 
f  - Generic Vector Field 
p  - Vector of Constant Design parameters 
d  - Distance 
ε  - Arbitrary Tolerance value 
J  - Scalar Performance measure 
F  - Lagrange Cost 
r  - Relative Radius Vector ν  - True Anomaly 
k  - See Equation (12) 
T  - Thrust Vector 
T  - Thrust Magnitude 
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m  - Mass of Spacecraft 
ev  - Exhaust Velocity 
pa  - Differential accelerations from perturbations 
a  - Semi-major axis of reference orbit 
n  - Mean Motion of reference orbit 
e  - Eccentricity of reference orbit 
xˆ  - Formation Frame, Radial Direction 
yˆ  - Formation Frame, Along-Track Direction 




An extremely critical issue in architecting 
satellite swarms is the formation configuration.  
Arguably, the main feasibility criterion in the 
architecture of satellite swarms is the design of 
globally-minimum-fuel configurations. This simply 
follows from the fact that fuel for orbiting spacecraft 
comes at a very high premium and could significantly 
offset any other advantage held by a swarm 
configuration.  Thus, there is a need to determine zero-
propellant formation configurations (if they exist) and 
methods for controlling the formation with little or no 
propellant.  It is well-known that a family of zero-
propellant circular and elliptic formations exist when 
the spacecraft are subject only to an inverse-square 
gravity field.1,2  However, these formations tear apart in 
the presence of  “disturbing” effects such as J2. Thus, a 
search for invariant relative orbits or formations (if they 
exist) goes on.3  Another disturbing effect on 
formations is a non-zero eccentricity of the reference 
orbit.4  Unlike the J2 disturbance, an error in 
eccentricity can be controlled by a one-time 
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expenditure of propellant.  This simply follows from 
the observation that the J2 disturbance is an error in the 
dynamical model whereas the error in eccentricity is 
one of initial conditions.  The error in eccentricity does 
not fully address the problem since in many 
applications it is desirable to have formations for every 
eccentricity (and not just small eccentricities). Hence, 
the “real” problem is to find formations in the presence 
of the totality of (modelable) deterministic forces.  If 
such formations do not exist, then it is imperative that 
the minimum-fuel formation configuration be 
determined.  The total fuel consumption of this swarm 
over their lifetime then determines the practical 
feasibility of a swarm architecture.  Current 
conventional wisdom5 suggests that minimum-fuel 
configurations exist and that they do not offset the 
advantages offered by other performance metrics.  
However, there appears to be no general-purpose 
method published in the open literature on how to find 
these minimum-fuel configurations subject to arbitrary 
forces. 
In this paper, we present a general problem 
formulation for finding optimal formations.  We show 
that a very natural setting for solving this problem is 
(nonlinear) optimal control theory.  In particular, we 
formulate our ideas by using elements from optimal 
periodic control theory with partially periodic states.6  
It is practically fruitless to analytically solve this 
problem as is the case for almost all nonlinear 
problems. Thus, we apply the Legendre pseudospectral 
technique to numerically solve this problem (see Ref. 
[7] and the references contained therein).  Because of 
the Covector Mapping Theorem,8 this technique is 
neither a direct nor an indirect method. Rather, it 
provides all the ease of a direct method while providing 
the accuracy of an indirect method. Our method is 
implemented using the general-purpose software 
package, DIDO,9 which has been used extensively over 
the past few years to solve a myriad of complex optimal 
control problems.  
For the purpose of generality, we analyze a 
nonlinear version of the linearized equations10,11,12 for 
the dynamical model without the presumption of a 
solution.  To validate our method, we show that we 
indeed arrive at the well-known solution of a zero-
propellant circular formation for a circular reference 
orbit as well as other previously discovered solutions.  
We also present a new natural formation and a forced 




The notion of a swarm can be defined by 
stating that a collection of satellites is said to be in 
formation if a given configuration metric c({xi}) is 
bounded, 
 ({ }) cNil u≤ ≤ ∈c c x c c \  (1) 
where xi(τ) denotes the state of the ith spacecraft at time 
τ.  To be meaningful, these bounds must be 
significantly less than the orbital radius; otherwise, 
every pair of orbiting spacecraft would have bounded 
distances between them. 
The state can be the usual position-velocity 
state given in the formation reference frame or any 
other set (e.g. orbital elements).  The dynamics of a 
swarm of Ns spacecraft are given in some coordinate 
system by, 
 ( , , ; ) 1...i i i si Nτ= =x f x u p  (2) 
If the distance between any two satellites, 
( , )x xi jd  is chosen as the metric, then the swarm is 
said to be in formation if  
 , ,( , )i j i j i jl ud d d τ≤ ≤ ∀x x  (3) 
where dl and du define the smallest and largest 
allowable separation distances, respectively.  Instead of 
choosing separation distances between every spacecraft 
pair, it is sometimes simpler to choose a separation 
distance between a spacecraft and a reference 
spacecraft.  In this case, Eq. (3) can be replaced by 
 ( , )j j jl ud d d τ≤ ≤ ∀y x  (4) 
where y is the state of the reference spacecraft.  From 
these fundamentals, we can define a family of 
formations as follows.  If d(y, xj) is a constant for all j, 
then we say we have a circular formation, 
 ( , )j j jl ud d d τ= = ∀y x  (5) 
with the spacecraft at reference point y called the 
“mother” and the remaining j spacecraft denoted as 
“daughters”.  It is apparent that a circular formation can 
be defined even in the absence of a mother spacecraft.  
Thus, we may replace the mother spacecraft by a 
reference point y which serves the purpose of providing 
a non-inertial reference frame.  Multiple rings of 
circular formations can similarly be defined with 
multiple distance bounds on a collection of spacecraft 
with respect to a single reference point. 
A formation is defined to be fully periodic if 
the entire state vector is periodic, 
 0( ) ( )
i i
fτ τ=x x  (6) 
and partially periodic if only some of the components 
of the state vector are periodic.  For example, a 
formation may be partially periodic because it is 
periodic in position but not in velocity, or vice versa.  If 
propellant is used to maintain a formation, then by our 
definition, the formation is partially periodic if the 
aperiodic mass is included as a state variable.  It is clear 
from these definitions that a circular formation is a  
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periodic formation but the reverse is not necessarily 
true.  In most of the discussions to follow, we will limit 
our attention to two classes of partially periodic 
formations: periodicity in position only and periodicity 
in velocity only.  Of special note is that this definition 
of periodic motion can be either in the inertial frame or 
in the relative frame.  Hence, periodicity in the relative 
frame does not necessarily imply periodicity in the 
inertial frame.  That is, the swarm may drift in the 
inertial frame, but will stay together as a formation. 
Finally, we note that a formation need not be 
periodic at all!  Hence we define a relaxed formation to 
be the case when the state vector returns to within a 




l u≤ − ≤ε x x ε  (7) 
Thus, the familiar notion of an epsilon ball, 
 0
i i
f− ≤x x ε  (8) 
is included in our definition.  
The configuration is considered to be optimal 
if, in addition to satisfying the configuration constraint, 
a scalar performance measure, 
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is minimal.  The reason for choosing a cost functional 
borrowed from optimal periodic control theory is that 
we are dealing with (closed) orbits.  Further, as we are 
also interested in finding minimal fuel configurations, 
we are also interested in finding the optimal period, 
0fτ τ −   that renders a minimal cost per period.  See 
Ref. [6] for an interesting application of these ideas.  In 
any case, we now have an optimal control problem 
stated in a “standard” form. 
In order to describe relative position and 
motion, Figure 1 shows the formation reference frame, 
which is defined with xˆ  pointing in the radial direction, 
yˆ  pointing perpendicular to xˆ  along the direction of 
motion, and zˆ  completing the right-handed coordinate 
system.  This reference frame is often described as the 
RSW or Satellite Coordinate System.13   
Until recently, solving general nonlinear 
optimal control problems was an arduous or impossible 
task.  The theoretical framework for solving such 
problems is the Minimum Principle.14  Numerical 
methods based on the Minimum Principle are known as 
indirect methods.15  While solutions obtained from 
indirect methods are accurate in the sense that they 
satisfy the necessary conditions of optimality, they are 
fundamentally burdened by numerical sensitivities as 
noted by Kalman over four decades ago.16  The so-
called indirect multiple shooting methods and indirect 
collocation methods overcome this computational 
instability problem but at an expense of convergence: 
good guesses on the costate time-history are necessary 
to successfully solve the problem.  Over the last decade 
the so-called direct methods have come to the fore.  
These methods bypass the Minimum Principle and 
“directly” solve the problem in various ways.  Betts 
provides an excellent review of this approach.15  Early 
direct methods were plagued by inaccuracies, 
particularly in the determination of the controls. More 
recently, major breakthroughs in higher-order methods 
and large sparse numerical methods have quickly 
narrowed this gap.7  One particular approach is to use a 
solution obtained from a direct method as a guess for an 
indirect method.  Another approach, favored in this 
paper, is to use the Legendre pseudospectral method.7  
This method is used to solve the formation design and 
control problem as posed above.  The general purpose 
method is implemented in the reusable software 
package, DIDO, and all results reported in the 












Formation Reference Frame 
 
Special Framework: Elliptic Reference Orbits 
 
The framework described in the previous section 
can be applied to designing and controlling spacecraft 
formations subject to arbitrary forces.  In this section, 
we apply these ideas to spacecraft subject to an inverse-
square gravity field only.  As indicated in the 
Introduction, if the equations of motion are linearized 
about a circular reference orbit, the so-called Clohessy-
Wiltshire17 equations are obtained and closed-form 
solutions are easily found.  From these equations, it is 
apparent that zero-propellant formations exist.  In many 
applications, it is desirable to design formations with 
non-circular reference orbits.11  Consequently, we chose 
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this as a starting point to demonstrate our ideas.  To 
further amplify the notion that linear models are not 
necessary for our approach, we deliberately choose 
Thrust as a control variable instead of acceleration.  Not 
only is this more realistic but it also makes the “linear” 
equations nonlinear due to a non-zero mass flow rate.  
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  =    
r  is the vector representing the inter-
satellite distance expressed in the formation reference 





















 + =   − 
  (13) 
and 
 ( ) ( )322




ν νν ν−= +
−
  (14) 
The thrust vector is constrained to lie in a cube 
specified by, 
 , ,max x y z maxT T T T T− ≤ ≤  (15) 
In order to limit the scope of this paper, we confine our 
attention to a zero-differential perturbation case and set 
p =a 0 . 
For the fully periodic formation, the 
periodicity constraint may be stated as, 
 0( ) ( )fτ τ=r r  (16) 
 0( ) ( )fτ τ=r r   (17) 
These conditions allows us to define two classes of 
partially periodic problems: (1) when only Eq. (16) is 
imposed while the boundary conditions on r  are free 
and (2) when only Eq. (17) is imposed while the 
boundary conditions on r are free.  
For the formation design, we choose a 
configuration metric defined by, 
 2 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )τ τ τ τ≤ + + ≤ ∀l x y z ur r rd d  (18) 
where, dl and du are minimum and maximum distance 
from the reference point to any spacecraft in the swarm. 
The problem may now be defined as finding6 
the controls, ( ), ( ), ( )x y zT T Tτ τ τ    and the optimal 









ττ τ= − ∫  (19) 
It is apparent that if the optimal cost turns out to be 
zero, then the solutions correspond to zero-propellant 
formations; otherwise, the optimal (i.e. minimum fuel) 
control to achieve the desired formation is obtained. 
 
New Natural Solution 
 
The optimal control problem posed above was 
solved by way of the software package, DIDO.  We 
first discuss an apparently new natural or zero thrust 
formation based on a reference orbit of eccentricity 
equal to 0.5.  The solution was found in normalized 
units, allowing it to be applied for any desired 
formation distance.  For the purpose of discussion, we 
report results in standard MKS units using the 
following parameters: the reference point is an orbit 
with a perigee altitude equal to 1000 km. 
The inter-satellite minimum and maximum 
distances are, dl = 20 meters and du, = 220 meters 
respectively.  Position is unconstrained while velocity is 
constrained by Eq. (17).  Figures 3-5 show the 
orthogonal projections of the relative orbit in the orbit 
frame.  The X in the figures is the location of the 
reference point.  From these results it is evident that 
position appears to be naturally constrained. 

















Radial vs. Along-Track Motion for 0.5e =  
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Cross-Track vs. Radial Motion for 0.5e =  
 























Cross-Track vs. Along-Track Motion for 0.5e =  
 
In other words, the relative orbit appears to be fully 
periodic even though the constraints are imposed for 
partial periodicity.  Of course, all these results are 
within numerical tolerances arbitrarily chosen to be 10-6 
in normalized units.  It turns out that the position vector 
is within 10-10 meters after one orbit.  The plots 
displayed in Figures 2-6 are obtained by interpolating 
the results from a DIDO run for 199 nodes.  From 
Figure 5, it is clear that this is a zero-propellant 
formation configuration. 
To validate this result, the initial conditions are 
numerically propagated (setting all components of 
thrust equal to zero) for 50 orbits which equates to 
approximately 10.3 days.  Figure 6 shows no 
appreciable deviation over this time period.  The 
formation error in position and velocity was less than 
2x10-3% over this time period. 
 






















Thrust Profile for 0.5e =  
 

















Radial vs. Along-Track Motion for 50 Orbits, 0.5e =  
 
New Forced Formation 
 
 In this section, we provide a glimpse into the 
power of this method.  Specifically, that it can find not 
only natural formations, but also controlled or forced 
formations and will automatically provide the open 
loop controls required to maintain the desired 
configuration.  The formation shown below uses a 
reference orbit eccentricity of 0.3.  The configuration 
constraint is a fixed radius from the reference point.  
That is, the swarm is restricted to a surface that lies on 
the sphere 1.0r=  (normalized).  The goal is to 
minimize the fuel required to meet the configuration 
constraint.  All figures in this section are shown in 
normalized units.  Figure 7 shows the three-dimensional 
plot of the solution formation.  It closely resembles the 
CW circular formation, but closer inspection reveals the 
differences. 
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Forced Circular Formation for 0.3e=  
 
Figure 8 through Figure 10 show the 
projection of the formation in the three orthogonal 
planes.  Figure 9 shows that the Cross-Track versus 
Radial motion is not a line, which is a departure from 
the classic CW solution.  Figure 11 shows the open 
loop controls required by one of the satellites to 
maintain this formation for the given eccentricity.  This 
solution was found using 100 nodes and fixing the final 
time to exactly one orbit. 
 















Forced Formation Radial vs. Along Track Motion 
 





















Forced Formation Cross-Track vs. Radial Motion 
 





















Forced Formation Cross-Track vs. Along-Track Motion 
 











































Forced Formation Control Thrust Profile 
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An additional departure from the CW solution 
is the non-planar motion of the forced solution.  The 
direction of the relative angular moment vector was 
plotted to determine if the motion was planar.  If indeed 
the motion is planar, then the direction of the angular 
momentum should remain constant.  Figure 12 shows 
this plot for the classic CW Circular solution while 
Figure 13 shows the plot for the forced circular 
solution.  In both Figures, a line is drawn from the 
origin in the direction of the unit vector associated with 
the relative angular momentum at the first time step.  
The dots depict the tip of this angular momentum unit 
vector for all time steps. The vector shown in Figure 13 
is clearly not constant and the variation demonstrates 

























Relative Angular Momentum Vector Direction for the 

























Relative Angular Momentum Vector Direction  for the 
Forced Circular Formation 
 
 The validation of this result included 
propagating the initial conditions numerically subject to 
the thrust profile shown in Figure 11.  After 50 orbits, 
the difference between the final position and the initial 
position was approximately 0.5% and the velocity 
difference was 1%.  Figure 14 shows the three-



























Forced Circular Formation over 50 orbits 
 
Demonstrating Old Formations via the New Method 
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate 
that solving our problem yields all previously 
discovered formations.  This exercise not only further 
validates our method but also reveals that we indeed 
have a new general method for designing and 
controlling spacecraft formations.  We begin with the 
widely-studied case of a circular reference orbit. 
Imposing the condition of full periodicity and 
restricting the inter-satellite range to be a fixed distance 
from the center X produces a circular satellite formation 
(see Figure 15).  The numerically obtained optimal 
period was equal to the orbital period (within 10-9 in 
normalized units).  Figure 16 shows the constant 
motion in the ˆ ˆx z−  plane at an angle of 60 degrees to 
greater than 10-9 accuracy. 
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60 deg angle between   
Radial and Cross-Track 
 
Figure 16 
Cross-Track vs. Radial Motion for a Circular Formation 
 
 Recently, Inhalan et al presented new periodic 
formations by an analytic method.  Figure 17 and 
Figure 18 reproduce a particular formation given in 
Ref. [11] for 0.7e =  using our method. The solution 
was found by constraining the position states to a 3-
dimensional box slightly larger than the proposed 
solution. 

















Radial vs. Along-Track Motion for 0.7e =  


















Cross-Track vs. Along-Track Motion for 0.7e =  
 
Concluding Remarks 
Using the framework of optimal control 
theory, a problem formulation is presented that captures 
the essence of designing and controlling spacecraft 
formations.  Elements of optimal periodic control 
theory are used to articulate a variety of formations 
including the notion of an aperiodic formation.  Based 
on a deliberate formulation of including mass as a state 
variable, it is shown that the numerical approach can 
easily handle nonlinearities.  This lends credence to the 
notion of searching for minimum-fuel formation 
configurations for spacecraft swarm subject to arbitrary 
nonlinear dynamics.  Thus, practical formations may be 
designed and controlled by the method presented in this 
paper.  It is also evident that by a simple change in 
boundary conditions, the problem of optimally 
reconfiguring a formation is automatically included in 
the problem formulation. 
9 
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